
A B O U T  DA I SY  C H A I N I N G

Daisy chaining is the process of powering a fixture from 
the preceding fixture and reducing plug outlet use to one. 
Most fluorescent daisy chaining allows for fixture control 
with either independent switching or master control with 
a single unit.

This process is heavily regulated, but allowed in most 
cities, due to risk of overloading circuits. Check your local 
code. 

Up to 5 Tazetta fixtures may be daisy-chained together.

Independent Switching (DCP) The standard daisy 
chain configuration. With this option each fixture runs 
independently of the first fixture in the line and must be 
turned on or off individually. 

Master Control (MCDCP) An optional daisy chain 
configuration. With this option, the first unit in the line 
controls the power of all down line fixtures. Each down 
line fixture can be switched independently once the 
power is supplied. The benefit of using the master control 
option is that all down line fixtures can be controlled with 
a single switch (on the fixture with the power cord). These 
options are specified as the first fixture in line with either 
DCP or MCDCP.

Jumper Fixtures (DCJ) These fixtures connect the power 
fixture and end fixture in a daisy chain arrangement. 
Jumper lengths are specified using the corresponding 
order code. 

End fixture (DCE) is the last fixture in a daisy chain 
arrangement. All end fixture cords exit from the center of 
the fixture. End unit jumper lengths are specified using 
the corresponding order code (ex. DCE45).

• When specifying the daisy chain option, specify 
one power cord fixture and up to three jumper cord 
fixtures and one end fixture— a maximum total of five 
fixtures.

• The end line jumper cord has one jumper cord with a 
male plus to complete the daisy chain run. Length of 
jumper cord must be specified. Please call Inside Sales 
at 800.526.5658. 

• The daisy chain cord needs 3” of clearance from the 
cord exit to the wall to avoid damaging the cord.

• If a power outlet requires a cord to be routed the 
opposite way of a power cord exit and a cord exit 
option is not given, the cords may be crossed in back 
of the fixture to match the required routing; use the 
provided cord clips to secure cords in place. See below 
for visual:

DCP power fixture 24” DCJ24 jumper fixture 24” DCE24 end fixture
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